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Detecting Toxic Gases with Open Path Systems
Background
In February 2015, a Coca-Cola bottling plant in Speedway,
Indianapolis saw emergency procedures being initiated after a
strong ammonia smell was sensed by 25 workers. The plant was
JNNFEJBUFMZFWBDVBUFEBOEBTJHOJGJDBOUFNFSHFODZSFTQPOTF
was provided by local Fire Department and )azmat teams. The
source of the leak was an 80,000 gallon tank, which was used in the
refrigeration processes within the plant. Concentration readings fell
GSPNQQNUPBCPVUQQN XIJDIXBTTJHOJ»DBOU UIPVHIUIF
plant could not be operated until they were further reduced to below
25 ppm. Throughout the incident, no threat was posed to anyone
outside the plant, where readings were 2 ppm.
Photography courtesy of Piho Engineering.

Another example of an industrial ammonia leak occurred in a
Chinese frozen storage and logistics business in Shanghai, in August,
2013, where the chemical was used in food refrigeration involved
in the importing, exporting, storage and processing of seafood.
A detached pipe cap caused a huge leak, as reported by Shanghai
.VOJDJQBMJUZ*OGPSNBUJPO0G»DF BOEMFEUPUIFEFBUITPGQFPQMF
and injuring a further 25.
*O/PWFNCFS BMBSHFBNPVOUPG)ZESPHFOTVMGJEF )2S)
blanketed most parts of Moscow, 3VTTJB causing emergency
authorities to direct everyone to stay indoors. It was later discovered
that the gas IBEPSJHJOBUFEJOB.PTDPXPJMSFGJOFSZCVUOPJOKVSJFT
XFSFDBVTFE

*O.BZ BOPJMGJFMEXPSLFSJOUIFNVOJDJQBMJUZPG)B[FMXPPE JO
UIFQSPWJODFPG"MCFSUB Canada was found unresponsive at one of
the customer worksites. It appears that the worker died from
exposure to high levels of H2S.
8IJMF UPYJD HBTFT NBZ IBWF NBOZ CFOFGJUT BOE VTFGVM BQQMJDBUJPOT
within a variety of industries, high concentrations can cause much
damage to humans and can be life threatening.

Two particular examples of toxic gases commonly present in
industrial and agricultural environments are ammonia and hydrogen
TVMGJEF"NNPOJBGFBUVSFTJOWBSJPVTJOEVTUSJFTJOBXJEFSBOHFPG
processes, either as a raw product or as a byproduct. These include
carbon capture and storage in the Oil & Gas industry, fertilizer, nitric
acid, explosive and plastic production and more. Ammonia, NH3, in
gaseous form is a colorless gas with a characteristic smell.

However, the gas is toxic and even in liquid form when diluted, it is
extremely corrosive. Ammonia is toxic and can cause lung damage
BOEEFBUI TFF5BCMF *UDBOBMTPDBVTFGJSFTBOETVCTFRVFOU
FYQMPTJPOTJGDPODFOUSBUJPOMFWFMTSFBDI QQN QFSDFOU
WPMVNF While it is essential to ensure that concentration levels do
not CFDPNFFYUSFNFFOPVHIUPDBVTFBGJSF JUJTFRVBMMZDSVDJBMUP
FOTVSFthat they do not reach life threatening levels. Therefore,
ammonia must be neutralized if high levels are detected.

Table 1 - The Effects of Ammonia at Increasing
Concentrations
Ammonia

Increasing Doncentrations

25 ppm

TLV-TWA – Maximum exposure 8 hours

35 ppm

TLV-STEL – Maximum exposure 15 minutes

53 ppm

Detectable by humans

130 ppm

Irritates skin, eyes, nose and respiratory tract

2500 ppm

Life threatening

Table 2 - The Effects of H2S at Increasing Concentrations
HIncreasing
S
Doncentrations
2
0.03 ppm

TLV-TWA – MaxJNVN exposure 8 hours

4 ppm

Eye irritation

10 ppm

TLV-STEL – MaxJNVN exposure 15 minutes

20 ppm

Severe nerve injury

30 ppm

Loss of TFODFPGsmell, injury to blood brain barrier

100 ppm

Unconscious after 15 minutes. Respiratory
paralysis in 30–45 minutes

200 ppm

SeriPVs eye injury and permanent
damageto eye nerves

300 ppm

Loss of reasoning and balance

500 ppm

Unconscious in 3–5 minutes. Asphyxia

700 ppm

Death - breathing will stop and death will result
Permanent brain damage if rescued

this is not reliable because a lethal concentration may build up
before anyone gets close to the leakage area, and because TPNF
UPYJDHBTFT FH)2S) affect our sense of smell. It is therefore very
important to be able to detect them using reliable, accurate
apparatus. In order to control the potentially dangerous effects of
these toxic gases, they must be detected at low concentrations.

One method of detecting toxic gases is by point type detectors.
These are typically semiconductor or electrochemical based
detectors, in which the monitored gas reacts with the sensor. A grid
of point detectors is required to monitor a large area, since the gas
has to physically reach the sensor in order to be detected.
Toxic pointgas detectors require periodic calibration and
maintenance, which can be a considerable burden in large plants
that may require hundreds of detectors. Since most detectors are
installed in the highest risk areas, maintenance technicians are
constantly exposed to high risks and are often required to wear
oxygen masks.

)ZESPHFO4VMGJEF )2S, is also a toxic gas with a rotten egg odor, is
also colorless and is produced by the anaerobic breakdown of
organic material. It is a byproduct in many industries, including
pulp and paper, produced by the breakdown of wood; construction
where it can be released during excavation work; the petroleum
industry where H2S is removed from natural gas and oil, and more.
*UDBOCFVTFEBTBQSFDVSTPSUPNFUBMTVMGJEFTBOEIBTBOVNCFSPG
uses within analytical chemistry. )4 does not cause irritation at low
concentrations but can be fatal at high concentrations, as shown in
5able 2. In addition to this, when burnt, H2S releases sulfur dioxide
a very toxic and strong smelling gas UIBU can cause irritation and
death. At concentrations above 40,000ppm GPVSQFSDFOU JUNBZ
DBVTFBGJSFPSBOFYQMPTJPO

In many applications, a considerable improvement over point
detectors is obtained using the method of open path, line of sight
gas detection. Open path gas detection is based on a beam of light
being absorbed by the detected gas between a transmitter
TPVSDFPGMJHIU BOEBSFDFJWFSPWFSEJTUBODFTVQUPGU N 
The chemical absorbs some of the beams energy and the intensity
of the beam is therefore reduced. The received beam signal is used
to determine whether or not a gas is present. This method can
monitor even traces of gases as they “cross” the path between the
transmitter and receiver units. As opposed to point type detectors,
UIFUPYJDHBTEPFTOPUIBWFUPSFBDIUIFSFDFJWFS EFUFDUPS VOJU 
in order to be detected. This reduces the number of detectors
required for a given area.

Toxic gases haWF a broad range of uses, including agricultural
fertilizer QSPEVDUJPO QVSFTVMGVSQSPEVDUJPO XBUFSQVSJGJDBUJPO 
DIFNJDBMreduction, oxidizing, toothpaste production, water
repellant production, concrete sealant and many more. While the
gases are widely used in all these applications and more, it is
important that their concentrations doOPU reach dangerously high
levels, SJTLJOHUIPTFJOTVSSPVOEJOHBSFBT*UJTEJGGJDVMUUPEFUFSNJOF
XIFOa toxic gas is reaching dangerously high concentrations. Even
if it is possible to smell or use another sense to “detect” a toxic gas,

Open Qath Has Eetection
The theory of OPGD is based on the Beer-Lambert absorption equation, which is as follows:

I = Io· exp(-E · C · L)
In this equation, I is the intensity of radiation after passing through a gas cloud and is recorded as the output beam. Io is the intensity of
SBEJBUJPOJOBDMFBOBUNPTQIFSF &JTBOBCTPSQUJPODPFG»DJFOUUZQJDBMUPUIFEFUFDUFEHBT EFQFOEFOUPOUIFNFBTVSFEXBWFMFOHUI $JTUIF
HBTDPODFOUSBUJPOJOUIFNFBTVSFEDMPVE JOBJS BOE-JTUIFMFOHUIPGUIFCFBN´TPQUJDBMQBUIUISPVHIUIBUDMPVE5IFBCTPSQUJPODPFGGJDJFOU
& BTGVODUJPOPGXBWFMFOHUI JTPGUFODBMMFEUIFDIFNJDBM±TQFDUSBMGJOHFSQSJOU²BOEJTVOJRVFGPSFBDIDIFNJDBMTVCTUBODF0JM(BT
QSPEVDUTIBWFVOJRVFTQFDUSBMGJOHFSQSJOUTJOUIF6MUSBWJPMFU 67 BOE*OGSBSFE *3 QPSUJPOTPGUIFFMFDUSPNBHOFUJDTQFDUSVN"O0QUJDBM
0QFO1BUI(BT.POJUPSJOH4ZTUFNBOBMZ[FTUIFTFTQFDUSBMGJOHFSQSJOUTJOTFWFSBMTQFDUSBMCBOETXIFSFUIFNPOJUPSFEHBTFTIBWFEFGJOFE
VOJRVFTQFDUSBMBCTPSQUJPOMJOFT4QFDJGJDGJMUFSTBSFEFTJHOFEGPSFBDITQFDUSBMDIBOOFMUPJEFOUJGZUIFHBTFT
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With reliability and safety being the most important issues when
measuring and monitoring combustible or toxic gases, the following
performance criteria must be addressed by the system:

• Reliable false alarm free operation ¯ immunity to any chemical
reactions and to industrial and environmental radiation sources,
which might cause false alarm or disable detection.

• Reliable and fast detection ¯ real time measurement and
automatic self-testing.

• Low maintenance requirements ¯continuous operation without
requiring manual testing and part replacemenU.

• Withstand harsh and extreme environments –humidity, rain, fog,
TOPX JOEVTUSJBMDIFNJDBMT BOECBDLHSPVOESBEJBUJPO TVO 
MBNQT heaters etc.).

• Easy alignment BOE commissioning –one-man setup

3

Spectrex has developed a solution for the detection of toxic gases before their concentration rise to a dangerous level. The SafEye 950/960
open path toxic gas detector detects the following gases:
• 4BG&ZF¯BNNPOJB /)3)
• 4BG&ZF¯IZESPHFOTVM»EF )2S)

Recommended Technology
SafEye 950/960 Open Path Toxic Gas Detector
The detector is able to detect ammonia/H24BUEJTUBODFTPGVQUPGU N VTJOHPQFOQBUI MJOFPGTJHIUUFDIOPMPHZ5IFTZTUFNJTGVMMZ
PQFSBUJPOBMBOEJNNVOFUPGBMTFBMBSNTDBVTFECZCBDLHSPVOESBEJBUJPOTPVSDFTTVDIBTTVOMJHIU GJMBNFOUMBNQT QSPKFDUPST IFBU
HFOFSBUPST and other type of optical detectors.

5IFEFUFDUPSQSPWJEFTBXBSOJOHTJHOBMXIFOOPMPOHFSBCMFUPQSPWJEFBDDVSBUFEFUFDUJPO FHUIFQBUIJTCMPDLFEPSPCTDVSFE )PXFWFS 
UIFZDBOGVODUJPOFGGFDUJWFMZFWFOXIFOQFSDFOUPGUIFMJHIUJTPCTDVSFECZFYUSFNFFOWJSPONFOUBMJOUFSGFSFODFTVDIBTGPH SBJO PS
TNPH"OPQFOQBUITZTUFNDPOTJTUTPGUXPQBSUTBMJHIUTPVSDF USBOTNJUUFS BOEBEFUFDUPS SFDFJWFS MPDBUFEBUBQSFEFUFSNJOFEEJTUBODF
5IFUSBOTNJUUFSJTBVOJRVFGMBTIMBNQTPVSDF XIJDIDBOCFBDUJWBUFEBUWBSJPVTGSFRVFODJFTBOEFNJUTQVMTFTPGMJHIUXJUIBXJEFTQFDUSBM
CBOE 67UP*3 5IFSFDFJWFSJTUIFTFOTJOHBOEBOBMZ[JOHNPEVMFPGUIFTZTUFN XIJDIDPOUBJOTTFWFSBMTFOTPSTXJUIVOJRVFGJMUFST

5IFBQQBSBUVTDBOEFUFDUEJGGFSFOUHBTFTXJUISFTQFDUUPEJGGFSFOUCBOEQBTTGJMUFST5IFMPDBUJPOPGUIFSBEJBUJPOTPVSDF USBOTNJUUFS BOEUIF
SFDFJWFS EFUFDUPS EFGJOFUIFPQUJDBMQBUI
5IFMJHIUTPVSDFBOEEFUFDUPSBSFNPVOUFEBOEBMJHOFEBUBQSFEFUFSNJOFEEJTUBODF »YFEJOBHJWFO
installation). The optical path, to be monitored, is the direct line of sight between them. Since the distance
between light source and detector is different from one installation to the next, the gas concentration
JTNFBTVSFEJOQQNN QBSUTQFSNJMMJPONVMUJQMJFECZNFUFST 5PPCUBJOUIFBWFSBHFHBTDPODFOUSBUJPO
over the optical path, the ppm.m concentration is divided by the distance between light source
BOEEFUFDUPS JONFUFST 

5IFUSBOTNJUUFS XIJDIDBOCFBDUJWBUFEBUWBSJPVTGSFRVFODJFT FNJUTWFSZTIPSU NJDSPTFDPOETMPOH IJHI
intensity pulses of light enabling the recognition of its unique pattern by the receiver, which distinguishes
JUGSPNCBDLHSPVOESBEJBUJPOTPVSDFTTVDIBTTVOMJHIU »MBNFOUMBNQT QSPKFDUPST IFBUHFOFSBUPST FUD
5IFSFDFJWFSDPOUBJOTTFWFSBMTFOTPSTBDDPSEJOHUPUIFTQFDJ»DHBTFT PSDIFNJDBMGBNJMJFT UPCFEFUFDUFE
In the toxic gas models, the signal and reference wavelength bands are in the 0.2–0.3 microns UV range.

*OOPWBUJPO#MWE,
4IBLPQFF./ 
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